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Abstract
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) is one of the 21st century trends and rapidly
transforming the global landscape. The notion of “smart” has established by European Union to
describe sustainable development strategies by utilizing ITCs. Thessaloniki represents an
interesting case for studying that concept as recently initiated an open data platform and became
member of “Smarter Cities Challenge” program by IBM. Driven by this challenge this study seeks
opportunities for smart tourism development in Thessaloniki and proposes a framework for
integrating and leveraging diverse of the existing mobile services related to the city for enhancing
visitors experience. In the theoretical part the recent trends and challenges regarding smart tourism
development are discussed and analyzed. Grounded on that analyses, is decided to adopt a research
approach based on the existing mobile applications services in Thessaloniki. The applications were
classified considering their integrated services that can enrich tourist experience during the trip
and then they evaluated, based on selected indicators. The analysis of the results answers the
following questions;
1. Which of the current apps help tourists to reach inclusive information about Thessaloniki?
2. How easy is for the tourist to find those information that meet his/her unique needs, here and
now?
3. To what extend the information are presented in an interactive and meaningful way?
Some visitors needs that are not covered adequately by the current application products reveal.
Finally, a framework is proposed to integrate multiple application services during the trip with the
purpose to optimize the delivery of mobile services.
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Introduction

The notion of smart initiated in Western countries to define a sustainable strategy for development
products and business. (Li et al., 2017). In 2010, the concept was proposed as policy for regional
growth by the European Union, in “Europe 2020” ten-year growth strategy, with the aim to boost
innovation and productivity (Naldi et al., 2015). In that strategy the travel information and
communication sectors mission are to improve human mobility and transportation. Gretzel et al.,
2015a) Smart growth is fueled by ITCs that allow new ways of connectivity, knowledge sharing,
data processing and aims to collect creative forces of society to response to resource optimization
problems and to effective and fair governance for sustainability and quality of life improvement
(Buhalis, 2016, ;Gretzel et al., 2015b) . Thessaloniki represents an interesting case for applying
that concept as on 2016, the city became member of the program «Smarter Cities Challenge» and
created an open data platform , with the mission to create a network among city actors and to
provide the bases for smart sustainable development.
With this in mind, the study it examines how the city’s tourism mobile services can be
conceptualized, analyzed and reviewed in the context of smart tourism in order to be managed and
delivered efferently. The main objectives of the research are to:
a) find out which are the current mobile applications that integrate smart components and
could serve tourist’s needs in Thessaloniki
b) define which mobile services need to be developed further, based on the existing
technologies
c) provide a comprehensive overview of the different software providers and data holders,
that now serve the destination and could be included in the city’s open network
Since digital and physical services of the destination set to become a unified product, the study
contributes to the city’s mission for smart development as it provides a framework to enhance
city’s visitors experience. The first section gives an overview of smart tourism development
challenging characteristics, based on review of the recent literature. In the second section is
described the methodology applied. The designed research prosses proposes a procedure which
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consists of determined steps with the purpose to allocate tourism related available apps to
categories and sub categories. For each category are defined a finite number of characteristics,
which are indicators for their service value for tourist. This process could be developed further and
automate by designing the appropriate algorithm. Finally, the analysis of the results answers the
following questions;
1.

Which of the current apps help tourists to reach inclusive information about Thessaloniki?

2.
How easy is for the tourist to find those information that meet his/her unique needs, here
and now?
3.

To what extend the information are presented in an interactive and meaningful way?

The findings of this study indicate that some traveler’s needs are not covered adequately by the
current application products and taken together. It is proposed a framework to integrate multiple
application services during the trip with the purpose to optimize the delivery of mobile services.

9

2

Literature Review

In the literature review the recent theoretical developments around smart tourism are
systematically collected. The aim is to define the related existing challenges. To provide updated
content the selected sources was to be published after 2013, to remain consistent with the European
and Thessaloniki’s vision and statement for smart sustainable development the selected sources
also adopt this approach.

2.1 Defining Smart Tourism
The tourism industry is facing challenges resulting from complex and changing relation and
structures in the industry, global competition and changes in tourist values and standards, (El Sawy
and Pereira, 2013). Through the implementation of smart concept within destinations the tourist is
dynamically interacting with the all stakeholders, co-creating tourism products and adding value
for all to share (Neuhofer et al., 2012 cited in Boes, Buhalis and Inversini, 2016, p.110). The core
technologies that refer to smart tourism are IoT, mobile communication, cloud and artificial
intelligent, these technologies allow interconnections among physical, information, social and
commercial capital Guo et al., (2014) and provide the data for evidence-based decision making,
prioritization of measures and anticipation of future scenarios, for efficient tourism management.
(Media.unwto.org, 2018)
Up to date, in the literature there is a range of definitions for smart cities and destinations but there
is shortage of definitions for smart tourism, a possible explanation could be the complex nature of
the notion. Gretzel et al. (2015b p.181), who approach smart tourism as a system, provide a
comprehensive definition:
“as tourism supported by integrated efforts at a destination to collect and aggregate/harness
data derived from physical infrastructure, social connections, government/organizational
sources and human bodies/minds in combination with the use of advanced technologies to
transform that data into on-site experiences and business value-propositions with a clear
focus on efficiency, sustainability and experience enrichment.” (Gretzel et al., 2015b,
p.181)
Also, Buhalis and Amaranggana, (2013), describe smart tourism as a system with the aim to
enhance tourism experience and to improve the effectiveness of resource management towards
maximizing both destination competitiveness and consumer satisfaction and at the same time
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demonstrate sustainability over an extended timeframe. This approach is adopted for further
analyzing the existing literature.
2.2. Smart Tourism as an Ecosystem
Although, the idea of a touristic ecosystem is
not new (Mill & Morrison, 2002 as cited in
Gretzel et al., 2015) it provides useful
insights for research and practice, because it
gives an overview among the complex
relations. As, Boes, Buhalis and Inversini,
(2016, p.120) suggest “the conceptualization

Figure 1;Smart Tourism Components, Source: Gretzel et al.
2015a, 181)

of smartness” enables destination managers
to comprehend the interconnected complex components and how they can support the
implementation and utilization of this concept.
Based on the Gretzel et al. (2015b) , smart tourism ecosystem can be deviated into three smart
components, that need to be combined to co-create value
•

Experience refers to tourists’ engagement and their participation

•

Business refers to the interconnection of stakeholders and the digitalization value
creation process

•

Destination refers to the integration of ITCs into physical infrastructure “in
connection to innovation, social and human capital, and leadership”

(Boes,

Buhalis and Inversini, 2016, p.114),
The desired outcome is the interconnectivity, synchronization, interoperability of three
components. These achieved through the creation of three layers taking advantage by ITCs:
•

a smart information layer that aims at collecting data;

•

a smart exchange layer that supports interconnectivity;

•

and, a smart processing layer that is responsible for the analysis, visualization,
integration and intelligent use of data (Tu and Liu 2014 as cited in Gretzel et al.,
2015b, p.181)

For every component the key issues for smart growth are selected and in depth examined.
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2.2.1. Smart Layers: From Unstructured Data to Tourism Services

To analyze further the smart layers, more
specifically how these data connect,
interconnect analyzed, and to enrich the
understanding of the ITCs the case of IoT
architecture is presented. (Andre 2015 as
cited in Cevik and Ustundag (2018 ). In
the Physical Layer, sensors and microcontrollers work together to collect data,
for processing either real time or post.
They collect data through measuring
changes

in

the

environment,

like

temperature, motion and geographical
location. In the Connectivity layer, IoT

Figure 2 Example of Smart City Infrastructure, cited in Dijk,
2018

devises connecting to other smart things, network devices, and servers. Examples of technologies
that support the connectivity are IP networks, Bluetooth, RFID, NFC . There are four different
models of connection of IoT device connection (Cevik and Ustundag ,2018):
1. The device-to-device communication model devices that directly connect and
communicate between one another, rather than through an intermediary application
server
2. The device-to-cloud communication model device connects directly to an Internet
cloud service like an application service provider to exchange data and control message
traffic.
3. The device-to-gateway model or the device-to-application-layer gateway (ALG), the
IoT device connects through an ALG service as a channel to reach a cloud service.
4. The back-end data-sharing model refers to a communication architecture that enables
users to export and analyze smart object data from a cloud service in combination with
data from other sources.” (Cevik and Ustundag 2018, pp.31-32)
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Finally, the Digital layer refers to the ability of analyzing tremendous amount of data.
Technologies that support this process are databases, cloud computing, and big data processing
modules.
Data is one of the most valuable assets in the hospitality industry. The tourist management requires
huge amount of them and combination of internal big data (such as hotel reservation history, cost
analysis, guest history, revenue statistics and marketing statistics), and external macroenvironment data such as economic and political to conduct a comprehensive business analysis
(Buhalis and Leung, 2018) , smart layers drive tourism management to a new era through their
capability to:
➢ Monitor. External environment and generate alerts
➢ Control and personalize products through processing huge amounts of information with
software
➢ Optimize performance and service repair remotely because of monitor and controlling
➢ Automate as the combination of the above enhanced with algorithms and business logic
allows the product to perform autonomously (PTC 2017, as cited in Cevik and Ustundag
2018), that data
These lead to machine learning and predictive analytics opportunities (Gelter, 2017)
2.2.2. Smart Destination Development Values and Dimensions
Smart Destinations consider both residents
and visitors in their efforts to support
“mobility,

resource

availability

and

allocation, sustainability and quality of
life/visits”. (Gretzel et al., 2015b, p.180).
Cohen (2013), who developed the “Smart
City Wheel” presenting the people, economy,
environment, governance,

mobility and

quality of life as the dimensions of smart
destination and the priorities that should be
developed to enhance each dimension. (fig,3)

Figure 3 Smart City Wheel (Source; Cohen 2013)
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Buhalis and Amaranggana, (2013), have combined Cohen’s Wheel, with 6’A destination elements:
1) “Attractions” which can be natural elements of destination
2) “Accessibility” refers to the transportation system within destination
3) “Amenities” characterize all services facilitating a convenient stay
4) “Available Packages” refer to the availability of service by intermediaries to direct
tourists’ attention to certain unique features of a respective destination;
5) “Activities” refer to all available activities
6) “Ancillary Services” are those everyday services which are not primarily aim for tourist
like banks (Buhalis 2000 cited in Buhalis and Amaranggana, (2013, p.557)
Through this correlation Buhalis and Amaranggana offer a linkage between these two concepts to
provide insights for ITCs involvement in smart destination development. (table; 1)

Table 1 Tourism applications in Smart Tourism Destinations (Source; Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2013, p. 559)

Talking advantage of ITCs tools, the of Smart Tourism Development mission is to
➢ enhance travel experience
➢ provide more intelligent platform for data gathering and distribution
➢ facilitate efficient allocation of tourism resources
➢ integrate tourism suppliers at both micro and macro level
➢ share benefits from this sector to society (Rong 2012 cited in Buhalis and Amaranggana,
2013).
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To conclude tourism and destination development does not focus anymore only on the travel sector
but develops strategies that can contribute also in societies at large. (Media.unwto.org, 2018) .
Smart cities initiated the notion of smart tourism destinations (Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2014)
and the key issues around the concept are presented in the following part.
2.2.2.1.

Urban Development Challenges

They aim of smart city is to enhance sustainability and competitiveness of the place through
resource optimization, improve the quality of life for both residents and tourists, through effective
and fair governance (Gretzel et al.,2015b). Boes, Buhalis and Inversini (2016 p.111) point out
“the disparity in definitions of smart
Table 2 Definitions of smart cities.: Cited in(Boes, Buhalis and Inversini, 2016, p.111)

Also, controversial approaches exist on the literature about measuring the smartness of in the city.
There are various performance indicators, that developed for this concept both in academic
research and by business entities (respective examples; Ahvenniemi, et al, 2017,
Easyparkgroup.com., 2018) but it has not set a common ground for monitoring and comparing
cities performance. From the other hand, Buhalis and Amaranggana, (2013), note that smart
tourism destinations are not free from political influence. In that sense, they argue that this can
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hide two possible dangers; Firstly, measuring the performance of destinations by attributing a
higher score to specific settings could be used as a political tool to justify political rationales.
Secondly, the implementation of using ranking as benchmark for measuring performance
“subsequently could develop policies based on a single model to be applicable everywhere with
limited local adaptation” (McCann 2011; Vanolo 2013 as cited in Buhalis and Amaranggana,
(2013, p.561)
2.2.3. Smart Business Development

Smart Business refers to the “complex business ecosystem that creates and supports the exchange
of touristic resources and the co-creation of the tourism experience” (Gretzel et al., 2015b, p.181).
In the ecosystem approach the traditional notion of value chain, as a series value adding activities
is obsolete. (fig:5)

Figure 5 Transformation of value chain (Harmon, 2017)

The core business process is becoming digital and agile as the stakeholders are dynamically
interconnected and (Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2014, as cited in Gretzel et al., 2015b) The value
chain transformation is articulated as the key game changer for the enterprise in 2020, by El Sawy
and Pereira. More specifically, El Sawy and Pereira (2013), present three key challenges related
to value creation, value conversion, value capture.
2.2.3.1.

Value Creation

Smart Services describe “data-based, individually configurable bundles of services, digital
applications as well as products, which are usually organized and performed on integrated service
platforms.” (Smart Service Welt Working Group/acatech as cited in Bullinger et al.,2017, p.2).
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Bullinger et al. (2017) describe how the integration of digital service platforms changes the
business possess; “Unstructured data is turned into structured data and physically delivered
services…The digital services (delivered by information systems) and physically delivered
services (delivered by people) are combined to solutions.” The customer experiences both digital
and physical services, with high degree of customization as a unified product. For example,
through a hotel app the customer is choosing the meal (digital service) and the in the hotel’s
restaurant is served the meal (physical service). In that context, customers do not only experience
value, “consumers can also create and offer value as well as monitor and therefore take on business
or governance roles.” (Gretzel et al., 2015b)

2.2.3.2. Value Conversion
In smart business ecosystem value is co-created, co-converted, and co-captured (El Sawy and
Pereira, 2013, p.4) by dynamically interconnected stakeholders. As a result, different relations than
traditionally developed in the ecosystem. El Sawy and Pereira, (2013, p.15) characterize the digital
business ecosystem as “turbulence”, due to the complex interconnections between players and
rapid unexpected changes to strategic variables 1 They also mention that “the boundaries between
digital platforms, enterprises, and environments are becoming more blurred, as players are
intertwined”, so coopetition is needed not only with customers, but also among competitors.
To achieve balance, which is one of the issues, enterprises in keystone positions in the ecosystem
may choose to leave many activities of value creation to others in the ecosystem, while choosing
to focus on creating value that is critical to the ecosystem’s prosperity. (El Sawy and Pereira, 2013,
p.19). Gretzel et al. (2015a, p.181) highlight the public-private collaboration, which is happening
“to an extent that is unusual and results from governments becoming more open and technologyfocused as providers of infrastructure and data.” An instance of that case is the collaboration
between Samsung Electronics and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energyamsun (MOTIE) of
Korea, as part the strategy “Manufacturing Innovation 3.0” for creative economy to support small

1

Strategic Variables: Factors such as economy, government regulations, inputs, or population that affect an organization's
external environment and, therefore, its strategic objectives. Cited in: (BusinessDictionary.com, 2018)
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and medium-sized manufacturers in Korea to construct smart infrastructure. (as cited in Business
Korea, 2018).

2.2.3.3.

Value Co-Captured

In smart business ecosystem agility is requested “rather than advantageous positioning” ( El Sawy
and Pereira, 2013, p.2). Rather than striving to promoting tourism organizations benefit from
identifying how they can the facilitators of C2C co‐creation processes. (Rihova et al., 2014). The
whole area of mass opinion data combined with sensor data analytics provides the ground for
“sense-and-respond experimentation”. (El Sawy and Pereira, 2013 p.25). In that sense, the role of
tourist organizations is to offer the environment “in which consumers can have an active dialogue
and co-construct personalized experiences; the product might be the same, but the customers can
construct different experiences” ( Hoarau, 2016, p.144).
To conclude, smart business is a critical and challenging component, considering the structuresmall and medium-sized (family) enterprises- and the behavior - little mutual trust- of tourism
industry. (Buhalis,1998 as cited in Egger, Gula and Walcher, 2016 ; Hjalager, 2002 as cited in
Hoarau, 2016). However, to survive in this emerging ecosystem, actors need to redefine their
business models. The adoption of ICTs by tourism businesses has the potential provide them with
“process automation, efficiency gains, new product development, demand forecasting, crisis
management, and value co-creation” (Werthner 2003; Wöber 2003; Sigala 2012a; Yoo et al. 2015
as cited in Gretzel et al., 2015b) so the it can be seen as a driver of economies of scale and scope
production, which will lead to marginal cost reduction. (Egger, Gula and Walcher, 2016). From
the other hand, still are needed appropriate learning and development policies for small-medium
companies to capture how their role is changing and development of appropriate business models
to understand their return of investment.

2.2.4. Smart Tourism Experience and End User Applications
Experience is the core offer in tourism. Oppewal, Huybers and Crouch (2015) state that the
experience may even be the key selling point of a travel offer and propose that destination
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marketers need to shift from promoting destinations to creating and promoting experiences. The
importance of providing valuable experience is proved by their findings that it is more likely for
consumers to choose a weak or negative destination brand if an appealing to them experience is
presented at the first stages of choice prosses.
However, experience is a mental phenomenon, which means that it does not concern physical
needs (as goods do) or solving material or intellectual problems (as services do) (Sundbo &
Sørensen, 2013, as cited in Hoarau, 2016, p.139). In that sense, perceptions among an experience
are highly depended on person’s cognition and to enhance the experience of different and diverse
tourists remains a challenge. Smart experience response to that challenge by creating

1)

technology-mediated, 2) context-driven, 3) big data supported services with the aim to result in a
real-time meaningful and enriched experience (Buhalis and Amaranggana 2014; Gretzel et al.,
2015b).
As a result, the flexibility of touring arrangements is high and this entails changes to the traditional
marketing concept of customer journey and challenge destinations to design services that are
personalized and real time. (Li et al., 2017) In the next parts these challenges are discussed
2.2.4.1. Context-Awareness
Tourists expect of characteristics different needs and characteristics, they usually don’t have
sufficient knowledge and awareness about the destination they visit. (Buhalis and Amaranggana,
2013), they search information because they want to reduce travel risks; price-based costs ,timebased costs and psychology-based costs (Sigala ,2015) Moreover, they usually want to reach
information via the use smartphones, during the travel phase (Gretzel et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017)
and this behavior generates engagement both to physical and digital services of destination.
Moreover, the emerging crowd-sourced applications decrease tourists’ uncertainty and provide
destinations with static, statistical and real time data, that when combined and collected
systematically allow capturing tourists’ opinions, predict and manage future behavior and provide
fully personalized services (Haubensak 2011 as cited in Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2013;
Hidekazu, Masaaki and Michihiko, 2017). On the other hand, the nature of travel is to explore and
act spontaneously so some intelligent services now developing with the focus to inspire instead of
exactly matching tourists’ preferences. (Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2013 ; 2014)
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2.2.4.2.
Customer Journey
The way consumers plan trips, is changing and decisions are taken in -the during travel- phase”
also tourist make transactions with non-traditional players, and they reliance on the support of
mobile technology to take decisions. (Yoo, Sigala and Gretzel, 2016). “The linkage between one
tourism products and another at destination level is vital because of the nature of tourism industry
which are combination of multiple components served in several touch points that perceived by
the customers prior, during and after their trip.” (Soteriades 2012 cited in Buhalis and
Amaranggana, 2013 p.556). Mobile services and other end user applications, like smart watches
play the role to provide that linkage and deliver customized services. table; 2 summarizes the
mobile application services that support tourist at decision making process.
Table 2; Tourists’ Expectations on personalized services as cited in (Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2014, p.384)
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2.2.4.3.

Open Source Communities

In the tourism sector, the networking of travelers’ through communities is flourishing due to the
fact that the majority of tourists depend on user generated content platforms such as
Tripadvisor.com and Oyster.com, to plan and manage their travel or on collaborative communities
such as Couchsurfing.com, to support each other and organize trips. (Wiedmann and Langner,
2016,).
Those tourists enhanced data, created on open communities constitutes the basis of the
development the smart experience concept. The whole smart concept premise and derived by the
argument that tourist are active participants in their experience creation For instance, by uploading
photos to Instagram with destination-related hashtags or helping map toilets at destinations http://www.nyrestroom.com/ (Gretzel et al., 2015) is generated the value co-creation process.
In practice it seems that the creation of a successful network is challenging. Some customers are
more oriented to engage in co-creation activities and others are not (Etgar, 2008, as cited in Roeffen
and Scholl-Grissemann, 2016), depending on of the presence or absence of motivational drivers.
(Roeffen and Scholl-Grissemann, 2016) Thus, it is important to understand why people involved
in collaborative networks.

Wiedmann and Langner, 2016 , in their research define three

motivational dimensions for effective open source management.

Figure 7 A framework of consumer sided motivation in open source marketing Wiedman et.all 2007, as cited in
Wiedmann and Langner (2016, p.67)
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•

Pragmatic motivation: This includes all motives resulting from a direct benefit to
participating consumers, such as a specific reward for their work.

•

Social motivation: These motives arise from the exchange relationships among
community members, such as processes of identification or mutual aid and recognition

•

Hedonic motivation: This includes all subjects that result from emotional aspects, such as
motives for the fun of group work or enthusiasm for a brand. Wiedmann and Langner
(2016)

To conclude, smart tourism is characterized by interrelated components. The implementation of
ITCs into to city infrastructure is key issue. Smart destination development is driven by the values
of sustainability, inclusion of social groups and public-private-consumers collaborations.
Controversial views exist among measuring the performance of smart cities through
benchmarking. Another challenge is that small medium business need to redefine their models to
survive and to increase their trust among city network to create partnerships. Tourist using smart
applications and expect comprehensive information here and now to increase their limited
awareness about destination. Services should be developed not necessarily to deliver fully
personalized content but more to inspire tourist to start exploring. Physical and digital services are
perceived as a unified product, and thus destinations managers need to monitor and evaluate both.
Finally, successful open sources communities marketing needs the provision of the appropriate
motives

in

participation

order

the

in

the

community to perceived
meaningful.

True

smart

solutions should combine
changes in human behavior,
social

innovation

and

technology. (Dijk, 2018)
Figure 4 Smart Technologies application that appeal to real
human needs. As cited in, Dijk, 2018)
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3.

Methodology

In this part it is explained the research rationale and the framework that is designed based on the
concepts examined in the literature.
3.2. Research Approach
As it was identified end user
applications, as distribution
channels of tourism products,
and sensors integrated with
systems in city’s infrastructure
are recognized as the key
interfaces

to

develop

the

layers of smart ecosystem. The
objective of this research, to
identify

opportunities

for

tourism development in this
emerging ecosystem, lead to
dilemma

to

adopt

an

“infrastructure-driven” (Koo,
Park and Lee, 2017, p.684)

Figure 5 From mobile app usefulness to smart and sustainable tourism, through the points
of view of tourist and destination (as cited in Lerario et al., 2017)

strategy or to be grounded by existing concepts and technologies, in Thessaloniki. Considering
that the first case could generate different parameters and scenarios and the opportunity cost of
this investment can’t be set in realistic basis the second approach is followed, as “knowledge
intensive” development strategy (Koo, Park and Lee, 2017, p.684). The selected case of end user
applications that was chosen for study is the mobile applications, as the smart interface that is used
widely by Thessaloniki visitors. The management of the current “portfolio of mobile applications”
is recognized for forming meaningful and enriched experiences for the tourist and for providing
data to capture tourist needs for the destination and as a result an enhanced destination image. (fig:
5) For this purpose, the product portfolio of mobile applications services that offered in
Thessaloniki is examined and evaluated in relation to smart experience components.
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3.2.1. A Framework to Define Smart Tourism Mobile Survives
Grounded on the literature analyses of smart experience, the smart tourist’s needs during the trip
can be defined as phases of; inspiration, recommendation, selection the optimum for him/her
option, take guidance and information for this option, create memories and finally review and share
them. Driven by this conception the critical mobile services that should be available in in each face
to enhance experience were defined (fig:6). Mobile service combined with physical destination’s
services are perceived by tourist as a unified product. These services will be researched among
apps related to Thessaloniki. Another important object that was defined by literature is the
inclusion of new actors that were not traditionally belong to the tourism industry. This is an
element that is also considered thus different mobile application categories are examined and not
only those which designed for travel purposes.

Figure 6 A Framework to Define Critical Services based on Tourist Needs during the Visit, Source: own source
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3.3. Research Design
The main objectives of research are to
a) find out which are the current mobile applications that can serve tourism needs in
Thessaloniki
b) define which mobile services need to be developed further, based on the existing
technologies
c) provide a comprehensive overview of the different software providers and data holders,
that now serve the destination
The existing service models of the apps are examined trying to find out apps which of their
functionalities and contents, can contribute to smart development and which elements are missing.
“Content” refers to information provision in different forms like text, pictures, audiovisual and
“functionality” represents mobile system services that support the actions of the user, such as
searching or sharing content (Lizzi et al. 2013; Cantoni et al. 2007 as cited in Adukaite et al., 2013,
p.49).
3.3.1. Related Works
Kanak (2016) based on content analysis reviews top 10 tourism apps from Android market and
proposes features for development a smart tourism mobile app. Wang and Xiang (2012), adopt a
content analysis approach on iOS market apps to extract the information and design features of
travel related apps and the user’s evaluation and review related to that features. Lerario et al. (2017)
analyzes the content of 22 apps related to the Albanian heritage based on Eden and Gretzel (2012)
to identifies the strengths and weaknesses of the app services. Tjostheim and Fesenmaier (2008)
perform content analyses to evaluate 22 mobile application related to travel with special and
temporarily criteria. The innovation in this study lies to the combination of large scale analyzes of
travel and non-tourism apps under the constrain “apps provide services for Thessaloniki”.
Moreover, the study contributes to the development of the existing evaluation methods through
providing a framework to cluster the different indicators into categories coming from smart
experience literature.
3.4. Data Collection
In order to achieve the objectives and perform the necessary analysis, it is important to collect as
much information as possible about the available apps that provide content related to Thessaloniki.
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Since, the existence of multiple large-scale apps, that are used globally like Facebook, it is difficult
to analyze all of them, the research focused on collecting data only for query Thessaloniki. For
this purpose, the databased that used was “The App Annie”2 and a keyword search was performed
with the keyword “Thessaloniki”. Specifically, the platform allows to identify all the apps that
returning back in the app stores when one searches a specific word. The platforms allow search
based on one mobile store each time. Two stores were chosen iOS and Google Play. These specific
markets were selected as they are leading in this sector (Statista,2018). By the end of 7 June 2018,
there were collected 99 apps on iOS and 245 on Google Play Store. (Appendix F, pp. 73-75)

3.5. Data Analysis Proses
3.5.1. Selection of The Apps
At the beginning of the study, all the apps from all categories, where examined and shorted by on
the store category (Appendix: A, p.61) and by the market distribution (iOS, Google Play, both
stores). During the first phase, the applications were analyzed based on the seller’s value
proposition, trying to answer the question “Is this a service that can support smart tourist
experience concept in Thessaloniki?”. In the step the apps evaluated by smart business perspective
with following criteria, driven by (Egger, Gula and Walcher, 2016, p.4) framework;
1) their service provision and consumption is independent of time and space
2) their services are shared, public, almost for free, open to communities
3) they can integrate multiple tourists’ profiles in their value creation
4) they include partnerships

1
2
3
4
5

Table 3 Types of Application That Excluded from Review
Type
Reason
Example
Designed exclusively to support a private
Hotel ABC
tourist business purposes
Thessaloniki
Not inclusive services/ do not
Local sports team, music stations, mobile support a partnership concept
All About ARIS
magazines and books
foreign visitors/residents are not
Θεσσαλονίκη
Apps that do not provide context in English
able to integrate, assess, engage
(Λεύκωμα)
Special purpose apps that are deliverables
16ECEE_Main
Short term provision/consumption
for finite projects
Knossos Travel Guide
Unrelated to Thessaloniki results
Unrelated services

2

This database is also used for different purpose to this research in Moritz, C. (2015) thesis
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The purpose was to identify current mobile services and existing mobile information systems
(software provider and seller) that can support smart experience in Thessaloniki. Overall, 42 apps
where collected, by this process and selected for review. These findings are summarized in a
Reference Table (Appendix:B, pp, 63-65 ).
3.5.2. Content Analysis
The main visual and text content that seller provides in app stores, in its official website -if it was
available- and on descriptions about versions updates that were available on the store platforms,
was analyzed. The purpose was to identify, which tourist services the current apps could provide.
The steps that followed where;
a) Summarization of the main functions, design features and content they provide trying to
answer which is the main “value-utility for tourist” by the use of the app and what “types of
tourism activities” every app serves. As dissimilar apps where collected for review, extracting
the “value-utility for the tourist” set the ground for classification into Tourism Related
Services.
b) Classification of the reviewed apps into Tourism Related Services. Based on related literature
and frameworks (Kennedy and Gretzel , 2012: Rubio et al. 2013; Smirnov et al., 2014;
Pasichnyk and Savchuk,2015) . The main categories of tourism related mobile services for
Thessaloniki where defined; “Travel Information and Tour”, “Entertainment Travel games”,
“Event-based Information and Guidance”, “Booking and Shopping Guidance”, “Navigation
and Transportation Based Services”. Based on these categories the appropriate indicators for
evaluation where selected. (Appendix C)
3.5.3.

Measures and Framework for Evaluation

The indicators related to mobile services offered to the user as described on Emmanouilidis,
Koutsiamanis and Tasidou ( 2013), Gavalas et al., (2013) Kenteris, Gavalas and Economou (2010),
frameworks, where collected and classified into the following categories, grounded on the
reviewed smart experience principals and theory
1. Primary Content
2. Finding the Content & Context Awareness Features
3. Presentation of The Content & Context Awareness Features
4. Collaborative Elements & Knowledge-sharing Context Features
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Class 1: The Primary Content category refers to the Information Provision and Items that the
Apps Recommend. A tourist has limited knowledge about the destination. A smart destination
service should bring together a number of tangible and intangible aspects of facilities (International
Federation for IT and Travel and Tourism, 2014). A smart travel mobile application should provide
linkage between them to inspire tourist and to help find out what to do, how, when and where.

Table 4: Primary Content Information Provision and Items that the Apps Recommend
Destination Elements

Indicators

Attractions

1. Information about cultural attractions

Accessibility
Amenities
Available Packages

2. Information about road networks and means/equipment of
transportation
3. Information about basic tourist retail services (accommodation, food &
beverage)
4. Information about pre-arranged tours/on-time designed packages based
on location and/or price and/or time

Ancillaries

5. Information about banks hospital police stations etc.

Activities

6. Information about events, sports, shopping, spa and reciprocal services
*information: provide location-description about the item

Note: Grounded by 6A’s framework of destination components theory related to tourism application
to smart destination (Buhalis 2000 cited in Buhalis and Amaranggana, (2013, p.557)

Class 2; The Finding the Content & Context Awareness Features category refers to those
filtering options that allow easy navigation in the digital (app) environment and in the physical
(destination) environment. The delivered recommendations to be meaningful should be based on
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the unique and real-time needs and help tourist reduce travel risks [time based cost, price-based
cost, psychology based cost (Sigala,2015)]

Table 5 Finding the Content & Context Awareness Features; Indicators
Context-Aware

Content Output and Value

Recommendations
1. Location-Based

Real Time based on Tourist Location

Navigation
2. Environment-External
Occasions Based
3. Preferences

(e.g. weather, season, current available events in the city,
opening hours of service providers, traffic etc.)

Based

Travel Management
4. Offline Context

Real Time based on changes in the environment that tourist acts

Real Time based on the travel conditions (days of trip, budgets,
desired time to spend on an activity, demographics, means of
transport of traveler etc.)
Easy and everywhere accessible content

5. Query writing and voice- User easy access desired information by type with text or voice
to text input

its need
Typically, on a 1–5 rating scale, the user expresses its

6. Critique-based

preferences for the features of the recommended item, and the
rating is used to improve recommendation in future

7. Reviews Based

Search filter by popularity, by users rating etc.

Class 3; The Presentation of The Content category refers all those features that allow the
presentation of gathered data in an interactive and personalized way. The information may be the
same but every user experience it differently.
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Table 6: Presentation of The Content
Indicators
1. Multilingual support
2. Audiovisual output
3. Augmented Reality
4. Interest Based data presentation; bookmark manager, favorite list, add and save spots etc.
5. Time Based data presentation; Map of Favorites and provide a personized Calendar
6. Location Based; Map of Favorites
7. On content Based extra items (provide external material on the searched item e.g. offers,
relevant links etc.)

Class 4; The Collaborative Elements & Knowledge-sharing Features allow users sharing,
collaborating and managing issues of common interest.
Table 7: Collaborative & Knowledge-sharing Elements
Indicators
1. Provide Content (text/ image/ reviews) by Open-Source Communities
2. Link with social media and Share with family and friends
3. Upload & Save On App Experiences is a feature that allow users create a storyline of their
trip, and save places they visit and want to visit again
4. Review the experienced items (rate/write a review)

In this step the gathered data from the content analysis quantified on 0 (the feature does not exist)
and 1 (the feature exists). (Appendix E) For every mobile app the frequency (absolute and relevant)
of these features -that suggested that for delivering a smart experience- is measured.

4.

Discussion of Findings and Recommendations

In this section the current related to Thessaloniki apps are collected and presented, their tourism
value is discussed and evaluated. Mobile services that have important tourism value and those
services that are missing are illustrated and based on that recommendations are provided for further
development.
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4.5. Mobile Applications that the visitor finds in app stores related to Thessaloniki
When analyzing the number of apps returned in each store by the keyword search some
differences could be important.

No of apps

What kind of applications the visitors find related to
"Thessaloniki"?
frequency, by in store category
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

In store Categories
iOS

Google Play

Figure 7 Results for Thessaloniki Query

Firstly, the percentage of Android apps was 147% bigger that iOS results. So, it can be stated
that the development of apps related to Thessaloniki for iOS market is not fully prioritized by
the software developers. Another possible explanation could be because of that the Android
users are more and the company has created developing tools for beginners and amateurs so
are much more products are developed to cover the market needs and much more people
contribute to development. Secondly, the frequency of travel category accounts for 22%
(appendix B) of the applications for both markets. This fact implies, the high investment for
tourism related applications for Thessaloniki. However only 50% of Travel category (for both
markets) evaluated that can provide content and functional elements that can serve smart tourist
needs in the city.
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Also, apps from other store categories were detected as appropriate to support smart tourism
concept in the city (fin;9) and 53% of them is distributed in both stores.

Figure 8 Apps with smart Tourism Components, by in store category

On the contrary, to the query search for Thessaloniki (fin:8) the presentment of mobile services
related to smart tourism is almost equally distributed in both stores. (fin 10). So, it can be assumed
that the biggest percentage of their services is accessible to both types of smartphone users’ profiles
(apple and android).

Figure 9 Apps with smart Tourism Components, by in store category
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4.6. Classification and Distribution of the Mobile Applications Services
Based on the related literature (Kennedy and Gretzel , 2012: Rubio et al. 2013; Smirnov et al.,
2014; Pasichnyk and Savchuk,2015) and driven by the analyses related to the utility and value
from the tourist perspective, the reviewed apps were classified into four main product service
categories. Their definitions, the main service components that support smart tourism concept
and the number of the available apps for Thessaloniki is provided, are available in the table:
Table 8 Mobile App Products: Types of Tourism-Related Services in Thessaloniki
Service Category
Travel
Information
and
Tour
Guidance

Definition & Smart Service Features

N*

Examples

20

in the loop Thessaloniki

Provide comprehensive travel information about the destination (attractions, amenities
etc.) and the system provides recommendations to the user on the routes of viewing of
POIs. In some cases, offer guided tours by providing information on a route either during
the visit in the city or virtually. Information can be supplied in the form of text or
audiovisual format. (Pasichnyk and Savchuk 2015; Smirnov et al., 2014; Rubio et al.
2013 p.20)
Enhance tourist on site experiences and engagement through a tour, or while exploring

Entertainment
Travel games

a specific attraction, by providing information in an entertaining and interactive manner.
Usually information is provided through tasks, which need to be completed and cannot

2

Thessaloniki City
Games

2

Thess allios

8

Thessaloniki Hotels,
ThessMall,
Yummy Wallet

be solved if the tourist is not in the location. (Pasichnyk, V and Savchuk,2015 p.26; Xu,
Buhalis and Weber, 2017).

Event-based
Information and
Guidance

Enhancing the engagement with local social activities by giving information about the
different events, like schedule, and location. In some cases, allow for users to create
calendar and manage their activities and sharing their experiences or upload their own
event (Ahmed et al., 2014; Kanak.,2016)
Enhancing the connection with local businesses by providing easy comparison and
transaction. (Kanak,2016). Comparison of product features and prices create solutions
for booking of tickets, hotels, cars (Rubio et al. 2013; Pasichnyk, V and Savchuk,2015,)

Booking and Shopping

and shopping. Transaction may provide a feature of wallet in which money could be

Guidance

stored and be used for any online payment. The customers receive offers, discounts
option for coupons, contests, (Kennedy and Gretzel, 2012; Rubio et al. 2013; Kanak
2016).
Provide navigation services during travel and improving accessibility to POIs. (Attahiru

Navigation
and

Yummy Wallet

and Khoo-Lattimore, 2015, p.41). By providing route planning and optimum selection
of

services,

information

about

means

of

transport

and

parking,

Transportation

ridesharing/carpooling/vanpooling communities, traffic avoidance and safety features,

Based Services

like voice-to-text (Siuhi and Mwakalonge,2016,)

9

GPS Traffic Speedcam
Route Planner by
ViaMichelin

*Total Number(N) of Apps :41
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Figure 10 Frequency of Mobile Tourism Related Services

Travel Information and Tour Guidance are the dominant services provided and account 49% of
the apps. There are identified three main types of apps in the category, the most common, in terms
of frequency are those which provide a range of classified information and recommendations about
Thessaloniki. Some of them combine this information with guided tours on pre-designed routes.
The third is the less common are those which include the virtual reality element most of them
designed to experience the destination distantly. As it can be seen, the next most big category are
navigation and transportation services (20% of the apps), some of them provide high
personalization by allowing to design routes based on some user-specified criteria, like means of
transport and time. In the category,” Booking and Shopping Guidance” (20%) there are two types
of the apps; “Online Travel Agency” which are supporting booking needs of the tourists and all
the others are designed to support shopping activities in the city. Finally, Travel Games (5%) and
Event Based Services (5%) are those which developed less for Thessaloniki. Although both
provide high interaction and engagement potentials.
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4.6.2. Market Distribution of Services and Price Policy
As it can be seen on the table:9 the biggest percentage (<55%) of the apps is available in both
platforms, for every service category, with an exception to “Booking and Shopping Guidance”.

Table 9 Compatibility with Mobile Platforms
Service Category
Booking and Shopping
Guidance
Entertainment Travel
games
Event-based
Information and
Guidance
Navigation and
Transportation Based
Services
Travel Information and
Tour Guidance

only on iOS

only on Google Play

iOS & Google
Play

38%

25%

38%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

11%

22%

67%

30%

15%

55%

All the reviewed apps are delivered free in stores, although some of them allow in-app purchases. (fin:9)

Figure 11 Percentage of apps that contain in-app purchases by service category

This feature, from a tourist perspective could be considered meaningful, as it enables easy
transactions, booking and mobile on the go ordering. Only, 27% of the total apps include that.
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Also, it is remarkable that in-app purchases service rate is in booking and shopping services (38%)
is lower than navigation (56%) and travel information services (40%)

4.7. Level of Integration of Smart Components
Based on 4 main categories, the apps are evaluated for their services to the tourist
4.7.2. Travel Information and Tour Guidance Services
In this part are answered the following questions, driven by smart experience components;
a) To what extend the current apps help tourists to reach inclusive information about
Thessaloniki?
b) How easy is for the tourist to find information that meet his/her unique needs, here and
now??
c) Does this information presented in a way to provide inspiration and personalized guidance?
4.7.2.1.Information Provision; Linkage to Designation Elements
All the applications in this category was expected to be the richest in terms of information
provision. Indeed, all provide attractions recommendation, with an exception of “AkapnApp”,
which is designed to provide only user-generated content about food & beverage places based on
smoking and non-smoking polices in each place. Also, 90% of them provide navigation guidance
to reach different POIs. Moreover, the 60% of the apps provide pre-arranged routes or real-time
designed routes (based
on filters like location
or

available

time).

Combined the above
features allow a selfguided tour in the city.
Similarly, 60% of the
apps in this category
provide

information

about activities like
shopping

and

amenities mainly food
and beverage services.
Ancillaries (hospitals,

Figure 12 Information Provision about Destination Elements of Thessaloniki
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banks, police stations), accounts for 35%, is the less common category in this type of apps. From
the viewpoint of information provision, 4 apps of the 20 apps in this category provide information
context about the above destination elements. In other words, a service that creates a linkage
between different experiences in Thessaloniki, which an important feature of smart experience.
(fig;10)
4.7.2.2.Customized Recommendations on the Destination Elements
All the apps include many filter searches to provide the information they include. In this part it is
not examined the filter searches that are used based on the application categories catalogues, but

Figure 13 Types of context aware recommendation services in Thessaloniki’s mobile apps

those filter searches and that personalize the navigation in here and now context. Location-Based
is an option available in all app in this category. Also, the half of the apps (50%) provide offline
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context and 40% provide navigation option through theme routes. The most common proposed
theme of the routes is about sightseeing on attractions and the next is about city’s nightlife. Some
unique routes are around cinema and films by “CineMetro”, theme routes based on travel status
singles, couples, families and seniors by “THESSALONIKI by GREEKGUIDE.COM offline
guide”. Preferences based travel management filters, account for 40% of the apps (8 out 20 apps)
and the most common comparing option is the price (3 out of the 8 apps use this filtering options)
and the time, namely the available days of trip (3 out of the 8 apps use this filtering options). An
example is “Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline City Map”, which provides 4 alternative
different programs depending on the duration of the journey. Finally, Query rewriting and Reviews
Based filtering are the less common features account for 20% and 15 % respectively. While none
of them found to support voice-to-text search. Moreover, critique-based recommendation, driven
by user’s feedback on is not available for none of the apps. An example of applying this concept
in travel apps is given by Gavalas et al., (2013, p.6) “a user receiving a holiday package
recommendation may specify that she is looking for a similar cheaper holiday by critiquing the
price feature.”, the feedback helps system to narrow the search space and make a more efficient
recommendation. (K. McCarthy et al. as cited in Gavalas et al.,2013)

4.7.2.3. Presentation of The Destination’s Elements
The following services are important to be provided, as the allow
not only high interrelation and personalization, which are vital for
smart experience but also high inspiration, which as examined in
literature is a challenge. All the apps provide information in
English, as it was a pre-requirement to examine them and 70%
provide information in a second language. The most of them (50%)
provide as a second language options the Greek. The second most
frequent language is German and the app “Thessaloniki Travel
Guide and Offline City Map” delivers the most Multilanguage
content (8 languages). Audiovisual output (sound and/or video)
provide almost the half of the apps (45%), there are two types that
detected one is -by-turn voice navigation (audio output) and the
other is videos. Augment reality features only the 20% of the apps.

Figure 14 Example of Personalized
Route Planner (Source: Screenshot, by
Thessaloniki: Travel guide

Also, more than the half of the apps (55%) gather the data that the
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user is interested in (usually through add to favorites component) and provide interest based list of
information. However, this users’ favorites lists of information could further be exploited to build
fully customized route planners based on location and/or duration of the trip. However, less than

Figure 15 Types of context aware recommendation services in Thessaloniki’s mobile apps

half of this kind of apps provide this feature; only 25% provide route planners based on location
and favorites, and only 10% provide route planners based on travel duration. An example of an
app of this kind is Thessaloniki: Travel guide, which presents the order to visit the selected
sightseeing's for every day of the travel. Finally, 90% of the apps provide on the content based
external items to help the user reach further information, the most frequent are the links to official
website of the item.

4.7.2.4.Collaborative Elements & Knowledge-sharing Features
Most of the apps (75%) provide links to social networks, the most common are Google+, and
then follows Facebook and Twitter. Unexpectedly, although Instagram is argued one of the
most influential and engaging social network during the travel (Miller, 2018), there is no a
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separate link to that. Also, 25% of them provide the option to the user to review the experiences
that the app proposed. Moreover, none of the apps include “Upload & Save On App
Experiences” feature, which allows high interaction and engagement, both with the mobile
service and the destination. An example of this types of apps is “Trips” by Lonely Planet.
Finally, only 4% of the apps provide user generated content by open source communities,
“Spotted by Locals city guides” and “Greece Travel Guide Offline” are an illustrative example
of this service feature. In the first app user can assess a range of articles with tips were added
by local community. In the second app users can assess content by Wikivoyage.org
community.

Figure 16: Types of knowledge sharing Features in Thessaloniki’s mobile apss
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4.7.2.5.Collection of Results and Insights by Unique Service Propositions
In fig 17 is provided a comprehensive
overview among travel information & tour
guidance

apps.

Those apps that

are

highlighted with red color are the destination
apps that are presented in are the official
destination

website.

(Thessaloniki.travel.,2018).

The

relative

frequency represents the percentage of
integration of the examined indicators for
every class (a. destination linkage, b. types
of recommendation, c. presentation of
contact,

collaborative

&

knowledge

sharing). Given that matrix development
could be identified the current mobile
services that are missing from the regional
apps. As well as, available solutions based
on the existing technologies, to create new
apps. Also, helps to identify software
providers to outsource the project or
possible partners that could be invited to the
city network.
Among travel information & tour guidance
the apps those that summarize most of the
features are “ThessBook”, “Thessaloniki
Travel Guide and Offline City Map”,
“THESSALONIKI

by

GREEKGUIDE.COM offline guide” and in
the “in the loop -Thessaloniki”, which are
perform more than the average in destination
components linkage and in the usage of
Figure 17;Intergration of Smart Components in Mobile apps of
Thessaloniki
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personalized recommendation systems which allow context awareness. Moreover, “Spotted by
Locals city guides”, combine these features with open community and knowledge-sharing
services. Based on the previous analysis, these apps are considered the most valuable for providing
the services that meet smart tourist needs.
Finally, some unique services elements detected among the examined applications that can provide
insights for enrichment the existing mobile applications services. Expect from user generated
content by travelers and locals, there is a number a apps that provides content from the “experts
view”. The is a refence group that is ignored from most the apps although, it can be used to reduce
consumer uncertainty and enrich the perceived experience. Information by those who considered
experts in their field provides the “in the loop -Thessaloniki”, through enriched audiovisual
material (interviews, audio narratives, videos).
Another mobile service that is missing is from most of the apps is services based on demographics,
that address to different target groups. This element could provide high personalization and
engagement. For example, the “Salonica Jewish Legacy”, which one of the regional apps, provides
services relevant to Jews attractions and history, similarly could designed tour guidance apps for
Christians and Muslims visitors that is a target group for the destination, concerning the religious
tourism. Beside to that, a group that is ignored from the apps is the children, although it is
recognized

that

this

group

has

powerful

market

influence

(Anup,

2010),

only

“WATERNETWORD” found provides services for a child through a catalogue for activities for
children. Finally, currency converter is an important feature, similar to language, for
personalization but is included only in one of the examined apps
Although the apps examined only by the smart experience perspective it worth to mention and a
development approach that is representative model of smart tourism. “Greece Travel Guide
Offline” uses an open source software development approach. The app’s software is available in
GitHub and is continuously developed and updated by the community contributions.
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4.7.3. Services That Support Travel Information & Tour Guidance
Services that are missing from Thessaloniki’s Travel Information & Tour Guidance mobile apps,
were searched in other apps categories that can be used to support the traveler’s experience.
4.7.3.1.Navigation and Transportation Based Services
In this category, there were found apps that provide multiple preferences based and external
occasions based filters, which are not available in Tour Guidance apps. The main preferences
based filtering option which available by the apps in Navigation and Transportation category is
based on available time combined with transport filtering. These are two valuable features that
generate highly personalized routes for the tourist, among his/her favorite POIs and can support
the creation of calendar and management of the travel cost (e.g. GPS Traffic Speedcam Route
Planner by ViaMichelin). Also, none of the apps in the Travel category was found to support voice
to text navigation, on the contrary this a feature that provided in navigation apps (3 out of 9 apps)
like “PhoneMaps”. Another unique feature in relation to the content presentation is provided by
“Thessaloniki Offline Map and Travel Trip Guide”, which is displays street and places names both
in Greek and English, concerning that Greek alphabet is not untestable for foreign speakers, Greek
to Latin conversion is a very useful feature for Thessaloniki apps. Open-source community content
was supported only by 4% of the apps in the Travel category and the saving experience option,
which allows creation of travel stories was not existing for none of the apps.
Based on that criteria the most valuable apps in this category are “Komoot
— Cycling & Hiking Maps”, which besides strong context awareness
features encourages the users to contribute with photos, tips and highlights
to the community. By using social rewards as a motivation element
encourages the relations among community; users with same interests
following each other and voting useful information by other members;
“Show that you are local experts. Earn more upvotes than in any else for
your sport in your region and become the Pioneer!".
Finally, “ParkPal” and “GPS Traffic Speedcam Route Planner by
ViaMichelin” are the only of the reviewed apps that map parking spots.
“ParkPal” provides more adequate content as it designed for that purpose
and exclusively for Thessaloniki. Another unique feature in this app is that

Figure 18; Example of upload and
save on app experience feature.
SImage Source: “Komoot —
Cycling & Hiking Maps”
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provide services for people with special needs, which is a social group that is not taken into
consideration in the reviewed travel apps. Although is a regional app with tourism value it is not
promoted in the official destination’s website. (Thessaloniki.travel.,2018).
Table 10 Unique Features: Mobile Navigation Services in Thessaloniki
Smart Experience
Components
Mobile Services per
Component
700 City Maps

GPS Traffic
Speedcam Route
Planner by
ViaMichelin
Komoot — Cycling
& Hiking Maps

Moovit: Bus Time
& Train Time Live
Info

Context Awareness Features
Types of Recommendation
Services

Presentation of The Content

customized routes through favorites lists

Time based on traffic,
Distance to travel, Cost
Based, means of transport
based/Speech
recognition/parking
recommendation for best
route (location, time, desired
activity (hiking, cycling,
running)

Open Source
Communities
Collaborative
Elements &
Knowledgesharing
N/A

3D maps, voice navigation

access to price and
rating of the retail
partners on the
app.

real-time updates for favorites routes,
turn-by-turn voice navigation

users share
experiences;
articles, reviews,
photos and
recommendations
Moovit
community; users
became members
and help collect
and organize data
N/A

best route (location, time,
desire to walking and means
of transport bicycle or bus

real-time updates for favorites routes

OASTH Bus

best route (location, time,
desire to walking)

favorites lists, real-time updates for
Favorite lines

ParkPal

based on parking spots for
residents, visitors, special
needs

Record/import/export/management
of user routes

N/A

PhoneMaps

speech recognition

voice navigation

N/A

Thessaloniki Map
offline

best route (location)

3dD maps

N/A

location based navigation

Street names and Places are displayed
both in local language and English

N/A

Thessaloniki Offline
Map and Travel Trip
Guide
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4.7.3.2. Booking and Shopping Guidance
In is category it was expected to find smart mobile systems, which can create high value for local
businesses, tourists and mobile providers, through inclusive, real-time marketing and promotion
of destination retail services.
Concerning last minute booking activities there are available two online travel agencies apps,
among them “Thessaloniki Hotels” is the only designed exclusively for Thessaloniki and provides
information

about

accommodation services

among

16

platforms

(hostelbookers.com

,Hotelclub.com,www.Agoda.com, easytobook.com, venere.com, holidayinn.com etc.) and
personalized presentation of the prices through currency conversion.
The shopping activities is the other type of apps in this category (5 out 7 apps). One of them
“ThessMall” is regional, but there are wrong links to its official’s website and based on the analysis
of the content provided by the seller’s, in the app store it has many potentials for development.
The only app that generating considerable interest in terms of smart tourism is “Yummy Wallet”
and it is worthwhile to mention the integrated service model.
Firstly, it is designed for cashless transactions which increase safety and tourist are less worry
about carrying out cash. Secondly, increase engagement with local retailers and loyalty through
giving cash back every time a user shops at affiliated retailers. Moreover, besides cash-back
reward (pragmatic motivation), they offer social reward by inviting users to suggest stores and to
split their cash-back with friends. Specifically, the users can decide if they want to keep their
money into their digital wallet, split them with friends or transfer them back to their bank account,
so they increase the perceived control of the purchase. Finally, dynamic navigation is supported
through providing real-time offers by local retailers through push notifications, based on user
location. Within the framework of smart services criteria, the current mobile services, in tourism
shopping category need to be developed further for Thessaloniki both by regional and private
sector following Yummy Wallet intelligent system services.
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Table 11 Unique Features: Booking and Shopping Services in Thessaloniki
Smart Experience
Components
Mobile Services
per Component

Types of Recommendation
Services

Presentation of The
Content

Bookgreece
(online travel
agency)
iThessaloniki

Filter searches location based
reviews based (Popularity, Stars,
preference based (price)
basic navigation

add to favorites, Real time
availability & prices

Join Thessaloniki

Location based (by name or by
distance)
Location based, includes search
filter on rent a car

Thessaloniki

Context Awareness Features

Thessaloniki
Hotels
(online travel
agency)
ThessMall

location and time based (by dates)
preferences based (no of guests)

Yummy Wallet

based on the location, based on best
discount

location based navigation, filter
searches for rest-relax points

Open Source
Communities
Collaborative
Elements &
Knowledge-sharing
linked with
TripAdvisor

tel. call /link to partners
websites
businesses catalogue

N/A

address, phone number but
not link

N/A

currency convertor, add to
favorites, comparison
among 16 travel booking
platforms
discounts and reward points

N/A

push up offers notifications
based on the location

N/A

link to Facebook,
Twitter
linked with Google+,
Facebook for
inviting friends,
users suggest stores
to be included in the
community, users
can spit their bonus
cashback with their
friends

4.7.3.3. Event-based Information and Guidance
Only two apps were found in this category, but both are providing services real-time and
personalized content, since they provide location based navigation combined with different filter
searches based on user preferences and filter them according to their date. No of these is promoted
in the official destination website and is a considerable service that needs to be developed. Their
most important features in the framework of smart experience is that they allow favorites list
creation based on users interests and grouping them based on time of the event. “Thess allios”,
includes also, strong Collaborative Elements & Knowledge-sharing features, the first is the
creation of a network among the app users and encourage them to upload their own events, post
their photos in the app, by the events they participate and share and review their experiences
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through multiple social networks. The second which is the "ask something" interactive service
feature, which was met only one more time in the reviewed apps. (see: “in the loop -Thessaloniki”)
Table 12 Unique Features: Event-based Information Services in Thessaloniki
Smart Experience
Components
Mobile Services per
Component

Context Awareness Features
Types of Recommendation
Services

Open Source
Communities

Presentation of The Content

Collaborative Elements
& Knowledge-sharing

Theses allios

Filter searches by time, network
reviews, location, popularity, by
trusted users in the network, on the
content extra information (maps
and the full schedule of the events)

favorites lists, notifications of
selected/favorite
events,
personalized program by adding
activities to MyActivities

"suggest
app
improvement”, linked with
Twitter "tweet about"
experienced
item,
Facebook,
Instagram,
YouTube,
Flickr
and
Google+, upload photos of
the experienced activities,
“ask
something"
component where the user
can ask questions and get
answers

Thess Events

Filter events by categories or tags
(concerts, festivals, DJ Sets,
Theater and more music), realtime information (maps and the full
schedule of the events)

favorites lists, notifications of
selected/favorite events, on the
context extra information (time,
cost, location), link with event
website

Facebook

4.7.3.4. Travel games Services
As in the previous category, there were found only two apps that related to travel games. The first
“Thessaloniki City Games”, is developed by NGO Praxis in the context of EVS games and is about
explore the Upper Town and the center of Thessaloniki. The second is” Amusing Museum”. is
about Museum of Byzantine Culture From those, only the second provides an open source
community element through sharing the score on Facebook. This shortage of games indicates the
need for further development of travel games. Driven by the evaluation of the “Amusing Museum”
which is contains multiple types of games, but does not contain almost none of the features that in
this study considered important for delivering smart experience, it is proposed not to focus only in
the types of games included but to also to the value and the presentation of the content, even if this
finally delivers one type of game. Talking as an example on of the most popular apps in this
category ‘Duolingo” it is actually contains one type of game, which is related to translating but is
the active communities in the app, the reward system, the fact that the user has the clear view of
the progress of the game and the interactive interphase that drive to engagement and to enrichment
of the experience.
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So, it is proposed the new travel games to be developed through various pre-designed routes that
offered by existing travel apps. Concerning the types of recommendation, a useful feature could
be the voice-to-text system which allows sound recognition. This provides better interaction than
writing the answer as it is happening in the reviewed games. Also, instead of promoting routes
bases on location (e.g. Thessaloniki Upper Town) is would be more understandable for the tourist,
who is in a unifiliar place to promote routes based on a theme and the preference (e.g. art route,
old city history route etc.) or even on external occasions, like weather (rainy days routes- which
could be a tour in a museum, sunny days route which could be a route in Thessaloniki port).
Regarding to the presentation of the content, the information that presented when the user solves
the game would be more valuable for the tourist if they were in an audiovisual form and/or derive
from experts in the field or by open-source communities. Moreover, besides the score sharing to
different social networks users should be motivated to share their options and their reviews about
the experience items inside the app community. The motivation system expect from social rewards
could include pragmatic rewards like “assess to a closed/secret route” game that unlocks after
contributing to community. Another pragmatic reward could be the discount coupons e.g. for
museums souvenir store. These are all important intelligent features that are missing of the current
travel games apps of Thessaloniki
Table 13 Unique Features: Travel games
Services in Thessaloniki
Smart
Experience
Components
Mobile
Services per
Component
Amusing
Museum

Context Awareness Features
Types of
Recommendation
Services

navigation on the
museum (physical
place) and answer
game's quiz through
exhibits photos and
QR codes
Thessaloniki
two pre-arranged
City Games
routes to explore city
monuments around the
center and answer
game's quiz

Presentation of The Content

Provide different types of games

one type of game; user solves
riddles and gets information on the
monument, offline context

Open Source
Communities
Collaborative
Elements &
Knowledgesharing
users can share
score via
Facebook

N/A
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4.8. Combining Available Services to Improve Official Destination Apps

The evidence from this study suggests improvement of the current official destination apps for the
services categories; travel information and tour guidance, navigation, events and booking &
shopping. These services could be developed either through partnerships with the existing service
providers, who evaluated for being suitable to support smart experience or through development
the existing or new apps. Mobile apps from the category Travel Games proposed to redesign as it
is described in the previous chapter. Innovative solutions could be emerging also by open source
software development. Finally, in broaden terms, it seems that an important component that is
missing from the regional reviewed apps is the development of adequate open source and
knowledge sharing features. As well as, the strategic development of motivational detentions.
Bearing in mind that is may impossible or not useful an app to include all the examined service
features, it is proposed the development of different apps that combined can provide a smart
navigation into the destination. More specifically, for the tour and guidance category is proposed
the design of apps based on demographics. The concepts can be driven by the profiles of the target
customers. For example, if the destination mainly targets to youths and families. One app could be
designed for youths group and possible will be around, student activities, nightlife, events. While
the app for family’s target market, can approach destination services with a different concept,
possible including activities for children, reviews on stores based on smoking conditions,
excessive safety tips, educational theme routes. The recommended services maybe similar but they
will be delivered in a personalized manner.
Concerning the other services categories (navigation, booking, events, games) one can be
developed for every category provided the quality. In that context those supporting services can
substitute the services that missing for the tour guides and finally combined deliver a smart
experience. In fig is proposed a framework of how these service categories can be developed in
order to support travelers’ needs during the trip. Specifically, it is proposed the promotion of these
supporting apps during the travel stages, by the “Travel Information and Tour” category apps. The
Travel Information and Tour app will recommend the appropriate support app, and the support app
through its unique services will provide meaningful and enhanced experience for the specific travel
stages. For example, a tourist is navigating through a designed sightseeing route by the tour
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guidance app, when he/she visits the “X” POI, a personalized notification is appearing; “Dear user,
Download the Travel Game X here” and a description about the value of the game. Another
example, the tourist is creating a list of favorites inspired by the rich audiovisual content and
information on its tour guidance app. The travel app provides a proposed route, then a personalized
notification is appeared. “Dear user, if you want to modify this route further we suggest the Y
navigation app. Please save/share/download your list/route and upload it on the app” and a
description about the value of the navigation app, e.g. travel cost and time calculation by means of
transport for, assess to ridesharing communities etc.).

Figure 19 A Framework to promote different Travel Services based on Travel Needs
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To give a general panorama of the current situation only 23% of the reviewed apps belong to the
travel category, both for iOS and Android markets, although it is proved their value for smart
experience So, recommendation based on tourist travel stage of the appropriate app is highlighted,
because the tourist might be non-aware of their existence or how, when and where they can use
them to enhance the experience.
Finally, another important note and suggestion is for the apps that are designed for online use. A
valuable for the foreign tourist information that should be included is about free wi-fi stations,
which is also a feature that is missing by the current apps.
From the destination management perspective this framework allows a straightforward solution to
monitor, control and optimize the tourism related mobile services, based on the existing
technologies.
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5.

Conclusion

This study contributes to the practical and theoretical development of mobile applications services
in Thessaloniki in two ways.
Firstly, through the devised methodology about classifying important mobile features, from the
user perspective. The novelty is that the classes (information provision, recommendation and
context awareness, presentation of the content, knowledge sharing) derive from defined tourist
needs, in each-on destination-travel phase, and the variables - the mobile feature - in each class are
defined in the context of smart experience. By this is given a comprehensive overview for the
service evaluation, weaknesses and possible solutions for development, with the tourist needs in
the center of research. As it is defined by finite steps and finite number of indicators, this
methodology could be researched and developed further to an algorithm and could be evolved to
a powerful tool for destination managers. The second type of classification that was applied is
taxonomy into tourism service categories, in this study this was driven by Thessaloniki apps and
there were identified four (travel & tour guidance, navigation & transportation, shopping &
booking, events and games) the taxonomy was based on content analysis of the seller’s value
proposition and related literature definitions and taxonomies. To that is proposed further research,
for defining specific indicators-variables, possibly could be key words for every category, in order
to be able to fully automatize the process. Despite that weakness, classifying the apps from diverse
store categories, to specific tourism service categories, proved to be useful as are defined apps that
can work as complement to traditional travel apps.
Secondly, promoting different apps that are not designed necessarily for tourism purposes, is not
new. These concepts are expanding in the study and is proposed a conceptualization of them on
the critical travel stages, based on the service category classification. This provides a concrete
solution on development and management Thessaloniki’s mobile services, since it is based
exclusively on the available technologies of the destination. However, it should be highlighted that
the present study has only investigated content of the apps that was available online, only a limited
number of android apps were downloaded for further review and some of them did not performed
as it was described. However, on that described features that where available in online sources, the
review mainly based and this is an important limitation. Although, a broad picture about the current
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situation of mobile services value, it can be stated that is given and the research goal to provide a
smart tourism development concept for Thessaloniki is reached to an important extend.
Taken together smart tourism literature and research part results, a possible solution to develop the
services that are missing, is the formation of new and strategic collaborations with the available
software providers or alternatively a creation of an open-source software development platform
and open to students of the local universities to co-create the tourist services that are missing.
Engagement them in the process by designing a comprehensive motivational strategy. However,
further research should be undertaken to identify effective partnerships and software development
concepts for designing the mobile services that are missing, which will consider both the macro
and the micro environment of the destination.
Finally, the study could be further expanded by designing the tourism service data portfolio
(Hidekazu, Masaaki. and Michihiko 2017), of Thessaloniki. Hidekazu, Masaaki, and Michihiko
(2017), propose that concept which is based on a comparison to regional data and private data, that
are collected through ITCs services. In that way the destination can define what data collect the
private sector and built public-private partnerships based on those data that are missing of its
platform.
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Appendices

Appendix A
What applications the visitors find related to "Thessaloniki"
No Available apps, by category
iOS

Google Play

No

In Store Category

No of apps

No

In store Category

No of apps

1

Travel

29

1

Travel & Local

48

2

Music

14

2

Books & Reference

36

3

Business

8

3

Music & Audio

33

4

Education

8

4

Entertainment

16

5

Navigation

7

5

Education

15

6

Entertainment

7

6

Weather

15

7

Food and Drink

5

7

Food & Drink

9

8

Sports

4

8

Shopping

9

9

News

4

9

Health & Fitness

8

10

Lifestyle

3

10

Maps & Navigation

8

11

Reference

3

11

Sports

8

12

Health and Fitness

2

12

News & Magazines

6

13

Weather

2

13

Auto & Vehicles

4

14

Utilities

1

14

Business

4

15

Productivity

1

15

Educational

3

16

books

1

16

Lifestyle

3

17

Medical

3

18

Personalization

3

19

Video Players & Editors

3

20

Events

2

21

Finance

2

22

Simulation

2

23

Dating

1

24

Social

1

25

Tools

1

26

Trivia

1

27

Word

1

Total

245

Total

99

This table designed with data by App Annie Intelligence Platform, June 2018
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Appendix B

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Frequency of Travel Category by category, for the query Thessaloniki
No of
iOS
No of apps
Google Play
Total
apps
Travel & Local
Travel
29
48 22%
Music & Audio
Music
14
33 14%
Business/Finance
Business/Productivity
9
6 4%
Books & Reference
Reference/Books
4
36 12%
Education
8 Education/Educational
18 8%
Entertainment
7
Entertainment
16 7%
Navigation
7 Maps & Navigation
8 4%
Food & Drink
Food and Drink
5
9 4%
Sports
Sports
4
8 3%
News & Magazines
News
4
6 3%
Lifestyle/Shopping
Lifestyle
3
12 4%
Health & Fitness
Health and Fitness
2
8 3%
Weather
Weather
2
15 5%
Other
Other
1
22 7%
Total
245
Total
99
1

REVIEWED APPS, by in Store Category

Available apps for Thessaloniki that indergatete Smart Tourism Components, by category
No
iOS
Google Play
1 Travel
20
Travel & Local
3 Business/Productivity
1 Business/Finance
5 Education
2 Education/Educational
6 Entertainment
1
Entertainment
7 Navigation
5 Maps & Navigation
11 Lifestyle
1 Lifestyle/Shopping
12 Health and Fitness
1 Health & Fitness
Total
31
Total

19
1
3
0
4
1
1
29

65%
3%
8%
2%
15%
3%
3%
100%
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Reference Table of The Reviewed Apps
p. 63-64
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Reference Table of Review Mobile Applications
#

Name of app (A-Z) and Link

1

700 City Maps

2

AkapnApp

3

Amusing Museu m

Anaptixis
Studios

4

Bookgreece

AEOLOS
CYPRUS
TRAVEL LTD

Dubbele.com

N/A

CineMetr o

6

GPS Traffic Speedcam Route Planner by
ViaMichelin

8

Greece Travel Guide Offline

Greece offline Travel Guide & Map. City
tours:
Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Crete

9

in the loop -Thessaloniki

10

iThessaloniki

11

Join Thessaloniki

ViaMichelin

Dubbele.com
Alexandros
Andreadis
N/A
AEOLOS CYPRUS
TRAVEL LTD

GuideWithMe

Rubicone sp. z
o.o.

hikersbay.com

Antonia
Vlachomitrou

FOCUS-ON GROUP
LTD

Komoot — Cycling & Hiking Maps

13

Moovit: Bus Time & Train Time Live
Info

OASTH Bus

Michelin

Benstar Ltd

Life Think

12

14

Seller/Provider

OSWINDS Research
OSWINDS Research Group,
Group,
Aristotle
Aristotle
University
University

5

7

Soft. Provider

komoot GmbH

Moovit

N/A

Antonia
Vlachomitrou
Life Think

FOCUS-ON GROUP

komoot GmbH

Moovit

Organization of Urban
Transportation of
Thessaloniki

Store

In Store(s) Category

iOS

Travel

2/455

iOS

Travel

N/A

Google
Play
iOS

iOS/Google
Play

Educational

Travel

Education

iOS/Google
Play

Maps &
Navigation

iOS/Google
Play

Travel/Travel &
Local

iOS

iOS/Google
Play
iOS
iOS/Google
Play

iOS/Google
Play

Travel

Travel/Travel &
Local
Travel
Business/Travel &
Local

Health and
Fitness/Health and
Fitness

iOS/Google
Play

Maps & Navigation

iOS/Google
Play

Travel/Maps &
Navigation

15
ParkPal
16

17

18

19

PhoneMaps

Deeside BV
Freytag &
berndt

Salonica Jewish Legacy

Ready Labs Inc.

Ready Labs Inc.

Spotted by
Locals

Spotted by Locals

Spotted by Locals city guides

Thess allio

s

CERTH-ITI

ParkPal
Freytag &
berndt

Centre for Research and
Technology
Hellas

Popularity
(rating/No of
reviews)

iOS/Google
Play
iOS /Google
Play

iOS

iOS /Google
Play

iOS

Travel & Local
Travel/Travel &
Local

Education

Travel/Travel &
Local

Entertainment

4.9/12

N/A

Sellers Value
Apps Value/Utility for
Description/Positioning
Tourist
Summary
All the map data is loaded
on your iPhone before you
Mobile Maps
leave your home, so can you
be on the streets, offline
Smoking and non-smoking Recommendations/Feedback
places in
on food and
Thessaloniki
beverage places
navigate through the
Education and Entrainment
museum, play mini games,
Museum Tour
answer questions and have
Guide
a lot of fun
book a Hotel or Villa in
Greece

Online Travel
Agency

an educational tool
aiming at
informing & familiarizing
the public
Education and Entrainment
4,2/6
about Thessaloniki’s
Tour Guide
cinematic history
through a modern
navigation
experience
Precise and reliable route
calculation,
GPS with real-time traffic,
4,5/280,
3D map navigation,
Mobile Navigator
4.3/63,668
community alerts (hazards,
roadworks, accidents,
traffic jams…
offline travel guide,
which
recommends detailed
articles in
Mobile travel
N/A, 4/162
relation to your current
guide
location, based on
Wikivoyage community
articles.
Offline travel guide within
cities, tips and reviews
added by hikers.
mobile travel
N/A
Community of more than
guide
10 000 000
travelers
premium curated walks,
Mobile travel
N/A, 4.9/ 65
nightlife, art
guide
accommodation &
activities
Mobile travel
N/A
info and
guide
maps
information on tourist and
Guide about local
4,6/10
business
business
services
planning of hiking, road
cycling or
MTB adventures in the
Hiking/cycling
4,6/187, 4,5/316 planner, and guidance
Navigator
along every trail, track,
road
or path
personal assistant urban
public
4,6/2K,
Public Transport
transport (buses, train) and
4.4/596,214
Navigator
for other transport
solutions (bike, uber)
Information on routes,
timetables and stops for
Public Transport
N/A, 3,9/1.289
urban public transport
Navigator
(buses)
smart parking
solutions
An application to plan
N/A,
Transportyour holiday navigation
2.4/159
Navigator
with Hiking or cycling
4,0/5,
Hiking/cycling
content with marked
3,3/587
Navigator
hiking/cycling routes you
will not find in Google or
Apple Maps
self-guided walking tours
and the
users can learn more about
the existing
N/A
mobile tour guide
and the "hidden" cultural
monuments of
Thessaloniki's Jewish
Legacy
100% offline city guide with
3,8/61, 3.9/60
truly local tips in
mobile tour guide
70+ cities

N/A

a guide to the
"Thessaloniki Allios"
activities, an urban
experiment from
Parallaxi magazine

Guide about local
events
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Reference Table of Review Mobile Applications

Name of app (A-Z) and Link

Soft.
Provider

Seller/Provider

Store

In Store(s)
Category

20

Thess Events

BNS PRO

John Bouzanas

iOS

Lifestyle

21

Thessaloniki

Marinet Ltd

Marinet Ltd

22

Thessaloniki (Short Tour)

23

24

25

Gregory
Loukidis

Thessaloniki 360° Edition

Thessaloniki by clickguides.g

r

THESSALONIKI by
GREEKGUIDE.COM
offline guide

26

Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel

27

Thessaloniki City Games

28

Thessaloniki City Guide

29

Thessaloniki Hotels

30

Thessaloniki Map and Walks

31

32
33
34
35
36

37

Thessaloniki Map offline

Gregory Loukidis

Travel & Local
Travel/Travel &
Local

Creation
Advertising

Pinelopi Mparla

iOS/Google
Play

Travel/Travel &
Local

B2B Tech S.A.

GreekGuide.com

iOS/Google
Play

Travel/Travel &
Local

myGreece.travel

MYGREECE.TRAVEL
PRIVATE CAPITAL
COMPANY

social mind

Wethink.Website

Praxis

inThessaloniki.com.

AdsAvenue2

AdsAvenue3

GPSmyCity.com,
Inc.

GPSmyCity.com,
Inc.

iniCall.com

iniCall.com

OFFLINE MAP TRIP
GUIDE LTD

Thessaloniki Tour
Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline
City Ma p

Cartografia - GIS
Apps eTips
LTD

Cartografia - GIS
Apps eTips
LTD

Thessaloniki: Travel guide

Google
Play
iOS/Google
Play

OFFLINE MAP
TRIP GUIDE
LTD

Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition

Travel & Local

Comitech S.A.

Comitech S.A

Thessaloniki Offline Map and Travel
Trip
Guide

Thessaloniki VR

Google
Play

iOS

Google
Play

Travel

Education (Games)

Google
Play

Travel & Local

Google
Play

Travel & Local

iOS/Google
Play

Google
Play

iOS
Google
Play
iOS

Travel/Travel &
Local

Travel & Local

Travel
Travel & Local
Navigation

VERTOO P.C.

VERTOO P.C.

iOS/Google Entertainment/Travel &
Play
Local

VERTOO P.C.

VERTOO P.C.

iOS/Google
Play

iniCall.com

38

ThessBook

Susuko Maka,
LLC

39

ThessMall

INAR TECH SA

40

WATERNETWORD

Comitech S.A.

41

Yummy Wallet

Yummy Software
and Services

iniCall.com

Susuko Maka, LLC
trade
association of
Thessaloniki

Comitech S.A.

Theofilos Milonas

Google
Play

Travel/Travel &
Local
Travel & Local

iOS/Google Navigation/Travel and
Play
Local
iOS/Google
Play

iOS

iOS/Google
Play

Lifestyle/Business

Travel

Shopping/Shopping

Popularity
Sellers Value
(rating/No
Apps Value/Utility
Description/Positioning
of
for Tourist
Summary
reviews)
a guide to all city events
concerts,
Guide about local
N/A
festivals, DJ Sets, Theater
events
and more
music
a guide regarding
accommodation,
Travel Search and Booking
3,8/44
rent a car, food and
Activities
beverage and
travel agencies
Tour in 13 cultural
5.0/8
hotspots in
Virtual Tour
Thessaloniki
best points of interest in
4.4/23 (Google
virtual tour guide/Mobile
the town of
Play)
travel guide
Thessaloniki
attractions, gastronomy,
local products and
Mobile travel
N/A, 4,14/7
suggested routes, travel
guide
tips
maps, transportation info,
4.4 /385 (Google
Mobile travel
tips, short trips &
Play)
guide
activities
maps, transportation info,
travel tips,
Mobile travel
N/A
accommodation &
guide
activities
Users are playing
interactive city games (or
"treasure hunt games")
which are based on riddles Education and Entrainment
4.7/18
in order to discover the
Tour Guide
history and the most
important monuments of
Thessaloniki.
mobile travel guide in
which you can book on
Tour Guide &
4.5 /52
demand tours, content is
Booking
written by Tour Guides
specialized in North Greece
book accommodation
in the
Online travel
N/A
Thessaloniki; hotel, motel,
agencies
BNB, view offers from
different travel agencies
2,8/33(iOS),/3.8/24
Mobile travel
(Google
Sightseeing walks
guide
Play)
an application that allows
you to view
online and offline
4.0/23
Mobile navigator
Thessaloniki map
in your mobile
phone.
detailed offline Map for
N/A
reach
Mobile Maps
everywhere
Thessaloniki Tour
Mobile
3.0/1
Offline tourist guide
Navigator
designed
to
be
Mobile
travel
N/A
used by itineraries
guide
travel virtually in the
N/A, 5.0/3
Virtual tour guide
city
travel along this UNESCO
N/A, 4.8/12
Monuments
Virtual tour guide
Route
tourist`s guide which
includes the most important
4.3/3
Travel guide
information a traveler could
need.
a smart city guide for
those traveling or
Mobile travel
N/A, 3,9/112
living in
guide
Thessaloniki
"Thessaloniki Open Mall"
shopping and
Travel Shopping
N/A, 4.7 /6
sightseeing in the city
Search
center
Network water
professionals; promotion
and education around
Education and Entertainment
N/A
water paths, related
travel guide
gastronomy and local
products.
digital wallet, that gives you
cash back every time you
Travel Shopping
N/A, 4.8 /130
shop at affiliated
Search
retailers.
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Appendix C: Classification by Setvice Category
Classification by Service Category (Part A)
Name of app (A-Z) and Link

Value/Utility for Tourist

Tourism Type & Main Activities

Service Category

700 City Maps

Mobile Maps

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation

AkapnApp

Recommendations/Feedback on
food and beverage places

leisure and entertainment

Travel Information and Tour

Amusing Museum

Education and Entrainment
Museum Tour Game

culture, entertainment

Bookgreece

Online Travel Agency

Not specific

Booking and Shopping

CineMetro

Education and Tour Guide

culture, cinema

Travel Information and Tour

GPS Traffic Speedcam Route Planner by
ViaMichelin

Mobile Navigator

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation

6

Mobile travel guide

Not specific

Travel Information and Tour

7

Greece offline Travel Guide & Map. City
tours: Athens, Rhodes, Santorini, Crete

Greece Travel Guide Offline

mobile travel guide

sports; Hiking

Travel Information and Tour

in the loop -Thessaloniki

Mobile travel guide

leisure and entertainment

Travel Information and Tour

iThessaloniki

Mobile travel guide

leisure and entertainment, shopping

1

2

3

4
5

8
9

Travel games

Booking and Shopping

10

11
12

Join Thessaloniki

Guide about local business

shopping/entertainment/business

Booking and Shopping

Komoot — Cycling & Hiking Maps

Hiking/cycling Navigator

sports; Hiking, cycling

Navigation and Transportation Based Services

Moovit: Bus Time & Train Time Live Info

Public Transport Navigator

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation Based Services

OASTH Bus

Public Transport Navigator

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation Based Services

ParkPal

Transport-Navigator

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation

PhoneMaps

Hiking/cycling Navigator

sports; Hiking, cycling

Navigation and Transportation

Salonica Jewish Legacy

mobile tour guide

cultural/religious

Travel Information and Tour

Spotted by Locals city guides

mobile tour guide

cultural/leisure and
entertainment/shopping

Travel Information and Tour

Thess allios

Guide about local events

entertainment/eventsfestival/volunteer

Event-based Information

Thess Events

Guide about local events

entertainment/events-festival

Event-based Information

Thessaloniki

Travel Search and Booking
Activities

Not specific

Booking and Shopping

13
14
15
16
17

18

19

20

21
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Appendix C: Classification by Setvice Category
Classification by Service Category (Part B)

22

Name of app (A-Z) and Link

Value/Utility for Tourist

Tourism Type & Main Activities

Service Category

Thessaloniki (Short Tour)

Virtual Tour

cultural

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki 360° Edition

virtual tour guide/Mobile travel
guide

cultural/heritage

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr

Mobile travel guide

cultural/heritage/leisure and
entertainment

Travel Information and Tour

THESSALONIKI by GREEKGUIDE.COM
offline guide

Mobile travel guide

leisure/entertainment/shopping

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel

Mobile travel guide

cultural/heritage/leisure and
entertainment

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki City Games

Education and Entrainment Tour
Guide

cultural

Entertainment Travel games

Thessaloniki City Guide

Tour Guide & Booking Tours

cultural leisure and
entertainment/shopping

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki Hotels

Online travel agencies

Not specific

Booking and Shopping

Thessaloniki Map and Walks

Mobile travel guide

cultural/heritage/leisure and
entertainment

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki Map offline

Mobile navigator

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation Based Services

Thessaloniki Offline Map and Travel Trip
Guide

Mobile Maps

shopping/entertainment

Booking and Shopping

Thessaloniki Tour

Mobile maps and Navigation

Not specific

Navigation and Transportation Based Services

Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline City
Map

Mobile travel guide

cultural/leisure and
entertainment/shopping

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki VR

Virtual tour guide

cultural/heritage

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition

Virtual tour guide

cultural/heritage

Travel Information and Tour

Thessaloniki: Travel guide

Travel guide

cultural leisure and
entertainment/shopping

Travel Information and Tour

ThessBook

Mobile travel guide

Not specific

Travel Information and Tour

ThessMall

Travel Shopping Search

leisure and entertainment, shopping

Booking and Shopping

WATERNETWORD

Education and Entertainment
travel guide

MICE/Natured Based

Travel Information and Tour

Yummy Wallet

Travel Shopping Search

Entertainment, Shopping

Booking and Shopping

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
36

37

38
39

40

41
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Appendix D Summarization of the main Features
Linkage to Destination Components
Name of app/destination elements
Bookgreece
iThessaloniki
Join Thessaloniki
Thessaloniki
Thessaloniki Hotels
Thessaloniki Offline Map and Travel Trip Guide
ThessMall
Yummy Wallet
Amusing Museum

Attractions

Accessibility

Amenities

Avaliaviale Pacages

Ancillaries

Activities

No of Destinations Elements linked

Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance
Booking and ShoppingGuidance

0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

2
5
4
3
3
1
6
4

Entertrainment Travel games
Entertrainment Travel games

1
1

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

2
2

Event-basedInformation andGuidance
Event-basedInformation andGuidance
NavigationandTransportationBased Services

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

2
2
1

GPS Traffic Speedcam Route Planner by ViaMichelin NavigationandTransportationBased Services
Komoot — Cycling & Hiking Maps
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
Moovit: Bus Time & Train Time Live Info
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
OASTH Bus
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
ParkPal
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
PhoneMaps
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
Thessaloniki Map offline
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
Thessaloniki Tour
NavigationandTransportationBased Services
AkapnApp
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
CineMetro
TravelInformation andTourGuidance

1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
2
2
2
2
4
2
1
2

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0

1
1
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
0

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
1

5
6
5
2
0
2
5

TravelInformation andTourGuidance

1

1

1

1

0

1

5

TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0

1
0
0
1

1
0
1
0

1
1
1
0

6
4
4
3

TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance
TravelInformation andTourGuidance

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
0

1
0
0
1
1
1

6
1
1
6
6
5

Thessaloniki City Games
Thess allios
Thess Events
700 City Maps

Greece offline Travel Guide & Map. City tours:
Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Crete
Greece Travel Guide Offline
in the loop -Thessaloniki
Salonica Jewish Legacy
Spotted by Locals city guides
Thessaloniki (Short Tour)
Thessaloniki 360° Edition
Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr
THESSALONIKI by GREEKGUIDE.COM offline
guide
Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel
Thessaloniki City Guide
Thessaloniki Map and Walks
Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline City Map
Thessaloniki VR
Thessaloniki VR Unesco Edition
Thessaloniki: Travel guide
ThessBook
WATERNETWORD
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Appendix D Summarization of the main Features
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Appendix E Evaluation Methodology
Context Awareness Features
Location-Based
AkapnApp
1
CineMetro
1
Greece Travel Guide &
Map. City tours:
Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Cr
ete
1
Greece Travel Guide 1
1
in the loop -Thessaloniki
1
Salonica Jewish Legacy
1
Spotted by Locals city guides
1
Thessaloniki (Short Tour)
1
Thessaloniki 360° Edition
1
Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr
1
THESSALONIKI by GREEKGUIDE.COM 1 guide
1
Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel
1
Thessaloniki City Guide
1
Thessaloniki Map and Walks
1
Thessaloniki Travel Guide
and 1 City Map
1
Thessaloniki VR
1
Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition
1
Thessaloniki: Travel guide
1
ThessBook
1
WATERNETWORD
1
Sum
20
Frequency

External Occasions
0
0

Preferences Based
0
1

Offline Context
0
0

Theme Routes
0
1

Query rewriting
0
0

Critique-based
0
0

Reviews Based
1
0

Sum
2
3

Realative Frequency
25%
38%

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

4
3
5
1
4
2
2
4
5
3
2
3

50%
38%
63%
13%
50%
25%
25%
50%
63%
38%
25%
38%

0
0
0
0
1
0
4
20%

1
0
0
0
1
0
8
40%

1
0
0
1
0
0
10
50%

1
0
0
0
1
1
9
45%

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
20%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0%

0
0
0
0
1
0
3
15%

4
1
1
2
5
2

50%
13%
13%
25%
63%
25%

0

Content Presentation
Multilingual support (No of
Lang.)
AkapnApp
CineMetro

Audiovisual
output
2

2
Greece offline Travel Guide & Map. City tours: Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Crete
0
Greece Travel Guide Offline
0
in the loop -Thessaloniki
0
Salonica Jewish Legacy
4
Spotted by Locals city guides
0
Thessaloniki (Short Tour)
0
Thessaloniki 360° Edition
2
Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr
2
THESSALONIKI by GREEKGUIDE.COM offline guide
3
Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel
2
Thessaloniki City Guide
2
Thessaloniki Map and Walks
2
Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline
City Map
8
Thessaloniki VR
2
Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition
0
Thessaloniki: Travel guide
2
ThessBook
2
WATERNETWORD
3
14
70%

Augmented
Reality

Time Based;
Calendar

Interest Based

Location Based
Calendar

extra items On Contect
Based

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
9
45%

0
1
1
1
0
0
4
20%

1
0
0
1
1
1
11
55%

0
0
0
1
0
0
2
10%

0
0
0
1
1
0
5
25%

1
1
1
0
1
1
19
95%
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Appendix E Evaluation Methodology
Open Source and Sharing Features
OpenUpload & Review
Source Link with Save On
the
Commun social
App
experien
ities networks Experien
ced
output
ces
items

AkapnApp
CineMetro
Greece offline Travel Guide & Map.
City tours:
Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Crete
Greece Travel Guide Offline
in the loop -Thessaloniki
Salonica Jewish Legacy
Spotted by Locals city guides
Thessaloniki (Short Tour)
Thessaloniki 360° Edition
Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr
THESSALONIKI by
GREEKGUIDE.COM offline guide
Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel
Thessaloniki City Guide
Thessaloniki Map and Walks
Thessaloniki Travel Guide and Offline
City Map
Thessaloniki VR
Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition
Thessaloniki: Travel guide
ThessBook
WATERNETWORD

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1
0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
0
0

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
4
4%

1
1
1
1
0
15
75%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
5
25%

SUM

2
2

3
2
1
0
3
0
2
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
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Appendix E Evaluation Methodology
Travel Information & Tour Guidance Mobile Services in Thessaloniki: Absolute Frequencies
Comprehensive
Open Source
Context Awareness Features
Smart Experience Components
Information
Communities
d. Collaborative
a. Destination
b. Types of
c. Presentation
Elements &
Mobile Services
Components
Recommendation
of The Content
KnowledgeLinkage
Services
sharing
No of Features per S ervices
Category (max)

Unique Service
Elements

Total

6 Types

8 Types

7 Types

AkapnApp

2

2

2

2

8

CineMetro
Greece offline Travel Guide & Map.
City tours:
Athens,Rhodes,Santorini,Crete

2

3

4

2

11

5

4

2

3

14

Greece Travel Guide Offline

6

3

3
2

14

in the loop -Thessaloniki

5

5

4 Types

2
1

Salonica Jewish Legacy

1

1

2
0

Spotted by Locals city guides

Currency converter

live assistance; "any
questions", Enriched
audiovisual material
experts view
(interviews, audio
13 narratives, videos)
education
component;
information provided
by to the theme
experts to related
4
religion
10

4

3

3

Thessaloniki (Short Tour)

2

2

1

0

5

Thessaloniki 360° Edition
Thessaloniki by clickguides.gr

3

2

4

2

11

5

4

3

1

13

5

5

4

1

15

4

3

4

1

12

THESSALONIKI by
GREEKGUIDE.COM offline guide
Thessaloniki by myGreece.travel

smoking & non
smoking places

users can buy and
book theme tours by
licensed Tour Guides
10 specialized in North
8

Thessaloniki City Guide

4

2

3

Thessaloniki Map and Walks
Thessaloniki Travel Guide and
Offline City Map

3

3

2

6

4

4
1

15

Thessaloniki VR

1

1

4

1

7

Thessaloniki VR UNESCO Edition

1

1

3

1

6

Thessaloniki: Travel guide

6

2

6

1

15

ThessBook

6

5

4
1

16

0

activities for children
component, volunteer
10 tourism component

1

WATERNETWORD

5

2

0

3

interactive zoomable
maps
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Appendix F
Initial Results by The Keyword Search
In
The App Annie Platform
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a. Google Play Store, part 1
The results of the keyword search “The ssaloniki”, for Google Play, Part 1, source App Annie Platform

Note this table contains the screenshots of the emerged list
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b. Google Play Store; part 2

The results of the keyword search “Thessaloniki”,Google Play part 2, source App Annie
Platform

Note this table contains the screenshots of the emerged list
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b. iOS Store
The results of the keyword search “Thessaloniki, iOS Store, source App Annie Platform

Note this table contains the screenshots of the emerged list
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